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LIVING

WITH

WILDLIFE

Exploring and caring for our local biodiversity
This issue explores the local biodiversity in our valley; shares ways in which we can
preserve and enhance the biodiversity in our gardens; and describes how outdoor
classrooms are raising our children. We hope it encourages you to go outside, get your
hands dirty, and create more spaces for local wildlife!
For an update on what NEAG's been up to over the past few months, including recent
development challenges, alien clearing activities and 'Tread Lightly' updates from
ToadNUTS, On the Verge and Project Noordhoeked, read our AGM Report.

CARING

FOR

TREES

By Alexander Stewart
As an arborist for 27 years, I walked for years on the
common and wondered why the trees were in such
neglect. As always, the reasons boil down to lack of
funds.
Recently, however, I have had a big change in the way I
work, which has afforded me greater time to give back
and pay more attention to what is important to me.
The Noordhoek common is a wonderful space full of
diversity,

from

chameleons,

lizards

and

skinks

to

butterflies and, of course, magnificent birds of prey.
The majority of the tree species are oaks and poplars,
but

the

planting

of

indigenous

species,

once

established, will have a hugely positive impact on the
diversity of the environment.

the planting of indigenous species...will
have a hugely positive impact on the
diversity of the environment.

IMAGES

Top: The Noordhoek common and its iconic old oak trees. (Photo: Ceinwen Smith)
Above Right: Teaching the next generation - The author sharing some tree-care wisdom with his son, Jack
(Photo: Ceinwen Smith)
Below Right: Local community members planting indigenous trees on the common in 2008.

Being an Englishman, I have a strong

Oak trees do not like heavy pruning, so

affinity for the great presence of the

less is more when removing live branches.

gnarled old English oaks on the common. I

Often they produce heavy limbs that

have longed to work on these trees, to

become too much to support, and so the

make them safer for visitors and try to

trees shed them. This can leave nasty

prolong their longevity. Many have decay

tears and rips which don’t always heal.

in their trunks, and all are under stress

We can relieve the weight by performing

due to a lack of energy to fight off illness,

careful pruning cuts that allow the trees

which leads to secondary attack from

to heal and not expend too much of their

insects, beetles and grubs. By removing

already

the dead, diseased and dangerous wood we

nasty scarring.

depleted

energy

on

repairing

can help these trees to expend more
energy on their own immune system.

By removing the dead,
diseased and
dangerous wood we
can help these trees

IMAGES

Top Left: An oak tree on Noordhoek Common before pruning.
Top Right: The same oak tree after Al and his team carefully carried out tree surgery.
Bottom: Al on site with his team, pruning a large Eucalyptus tree on Avondrust Circle. (Photo: Ceinwen Smith)

I feel very blessed to be able to
do what I love most.

I am fortunate to work with a truly special,
highly experienced and skilled team. Nqokoto
(Lucky Star) and Mpume are our climbers,
while Solly, Qwepu (Squidgie) and I stick to
terra firma to make sure all is safe and goes
smoothly

for

the

men

in

the

trees.

Occasionally I also climb just because I love it,
but I am nowhere near as agile as the other
two gentlemen!
I feel very blessed to be able to do what I love
most. I have the best job in the world and
relish my role of caring for the trees and
environment of the common.

IMAGES

Top: Tree climber, Nqokoto "Lucky Star", skilfully wield's a chainsaw atop an old oak tree.
Middle: Solly, trims the felled branches into logs and stumps, to be used around the Common. (Photo:
Ceinwen Smith)

Photo's by author unless noted otherwise
About the Author

Alexander, originally from the UK, is the 3rd generation in his family
who is interested in trees. His father worked in forestry in Scotland
and grandfather planned and planted arboretums in the UK.
Al has been working with trees for 26 years and calls himself an
arborist. He has been living on the peninsula since 2006 and a
resident of Noordhoek for the past 6 years. Al is passionate about the
restoration of land and forests, planting trees and creating habitats
for local fauna and flora.

INSECTS

But why should we
care about insects? The
answer is that we
probably can't survive
without them.

MATTER

By Robert Anderson
Photos by author unless noted otherwise

Insects are disappearing. Not instantly, and not
everywhere, but nevertheless at a worrying rate.
The

prestigious

research

journal

PNAS

recently

published a special issue on the findings from an
international symposium on insect loss. Despite a few
cases where insect numbers are increasing as climates
change, the general picture was described as ‘death by
a thousand cuts’. The main threats to insect life are the
destruction of habitat, use of pesticides, and climate
change. Tropical areas in the new world and areas of
high human activity are particularly bad for insects.
But why should we care about insects? some may ask.
The answer is that we probably can’t survive without
them. Let’s consider why.
IMAGES

Top: Spectacular geometry in the dry exoskeleton of a dragonfly. The beauty of many insects should inspire
respect! (Photo: Karen Wilson)
Above Left: One of many species of beetles belonging to the weevil family Curculionidae, the largest family in
the animal kingdom. About 48,000 species have been described, of which 2,500 are found in southern Africa.
(Photo: Karen Wilson)

Insects are vital recyclers of nutrients.

So we should be worried. In some areas

They form an essential part of many food

insects are declining by several per cent

webs, and serve as a food supply for

every year. Even I have noticed that long

innumerable birds, bats and freshwater

car journeys no longer leave the radiator

fish. Insects also provide us with a range of

grille full of insects, the way they did forty

products, including honey, wax, dyes, silk

years ago!

and more. But most importantly, they are

The good news is that we can all help to

critical to our human food supply, because

counter the dangerous loss of insects. The

they pollinate most of our flowering crops.

researcher Akita Kawahara and his co-

Bees

world’s

authors suggested eight things we should

flowering plant species, including nearly

all be doing – five to improve insect

900 food crops. But it was recently shown

habitats and survival, and three to raise

that other insects such as flies, wasps,

public

beetles, butterflies, moths and ants provide

these and included a few pictures of some

almost 40% of all pollination visits to crop

of our Western Cape goggas.

pollinate

60–70%

of

the

consciousness.

I’ve

summarised

flowers.

Create insect-friendly habitats.
Grow local indigenous plants.
1. Create insect-friendly habitats. If you
don’t

have

a

decent

piece

of

natural

vegetation in your garden, create one!
Replace at least 10% of your lawn with
natural

veld/vegetation.

Don’t

remove

dead leaves and twigs from under trees and
bushes: many insects depend on these.
Lawns are biodiversity deserts, especially if
you frequently mow and use herbicides!
Big areas of hard paving are even worse
(and they prevent rainfall sinking into your
soil – but that is another subject...).
2.

Grow

local

indigenous

plants.

In

general, native plants are far more useful
to local insects!
IMAGES

Top Right: A jewel-like ‘skunk longhorn’ beetle (probably Anubis scalaris) – they seem to prefer certain
plants. If handled, they release a musky scent (photo: Karen Wilson)
Bottom Right: A brightly-coloured grasshopper – probably one of those that produce noxious foamy
secretions if handled.

3. Reduce or stop using pesticides and
herbicides. Pesticides usually kill far more
harmless insects than the pests they are
meant to target. Try to control pest insects
by simple physical means. For example,
don’t

encourage

mosquitoes

by

leaving

standing water around the house. Rainwater
tanks in particular can be mosquito heaven!
Simply fixing netting around the top of a
tank solves the problem with no need for
pesticides (or toxic mosquito coils!)
4. Limit the use of exterior night lighting.
Lights attract many insects, which are then
easily preyed on or become exhausted. Use
motion-activated

lights

if

lights

are

essential. Nocturnal moths are declining
faster than daytime moths or butterflies.

5. Reduce the runoff of soap and other
chemicals

from

driveways

and

roads.

These chemicals end up in rivers and lakes
where they harm insect life. In any case,
always use biodegradable soap!
6.

Counter

negative

perceptions

of

insects.

Educate

your

children

and

friends.

Become

an

advocate

for

biodiversity!
7. Take photos and learn to identify
insect groups. There are website portals
such as iNaturalist, where images can be
shared for identification.
8. Buy a guide to SA insects (see the
reference list below) and use it.
IMAGES

Top Right: Rainwater tank with net covering to control mosquitoes from breeding in standing water.
Above: Become an advocate for insects! This toktokkie was rescued from a road before being returned to the wild.
References
1. Jones A. Global Insect Declines Due to ‘Death by a Thousand Cuts’. Interview with David Wagner. www.the-scientist.com. Jan 15, 2021.
2. Kawahara AY, Reeves LE, Barber JR, Black SH. Eight simple actions that individuals can take to save insects from global declines.
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2002547117
3. Picker M, Griffiths C, Weaving A. 2002. Field Guide to Insects of South Africa. Struik Publishers, Cape Town, 440 pp.

About the Author
Rob Anderson and his wife Hazel came to Noordhoek from Johannesburg in 1977, as a
'First Stop Before the Rest of the World'. However, they realized Noordhoek would be
hard to beat so they stayed and raised a family here. Rob also did a PhD in marine
biology at UCT and worked (mainly on seaweeds) for 36 years before retiring in 2018. He
was a founder member of NEAG and is currently Vice-Chairperson. He says Noordhoek
has changed in the last 40 years, but is still a damn fine place.

RE-WILDING

CHILDREN

NOORDHOEK'S

IN

NATURAL

HAVENS

By Rein Buyze

We have studied
plants, tracked
animals, hunted for

In June 2020 we were invited to run traditional craft

mushrooms and

classes in Noordhoek, using the beautiful forest on a

generally got dirty...

private land holding in the De Goede Hoop Estate. The
venture was an enormous success – the children loved it
and the parents asked for more. This led us to initiate a
nature-based, outdoor educational programme here in
the valley.
We have studied plants, tracked animals, hunted for
mushrooms and generally got dirty and earthy in and
around the open spaces of Noordhoek. Through all these
activities we have realised what an ideal outdoor
classroom these surroundings provide. We have been
able to play games in the wild, study the wetlands on the
common, climb Chapmans Peak, follow the tracks in the
sand dunes behind the beach, explore the beautiful
lowland nature reserve next to our home on Poplar Road,
and hide out to listen to the nightjars in the milkwood
forest on the Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary.
IMAGES

Top: Call of the Wild children in their 'classroom' - exploring the private
lowland nature reserve off Poplar Road. (Photo: Ceinwen Smith)
Above Right: Leaves and flowers collected for plant identification.
Bottom Right: Local botanical guide to planting and identifying coastal fynbos written by local resident and NEAG wetland specialist, Glenn Ashton.

Thank you to all who have helped to sustain
the magic of this exceptional area!
It is growing happy, well-grounded children.

We feel completely blessed to enjoy and share this
rugged,

unplugged,

wild

education,

and

deeply

appreciate the abundant and beautiful land around us
with its diversity of wildlife. What better place than this
magnificent natural haven to introduce children of all
ages to the boundless wonders of a variety of biomes.
Thank you to all who have helped to sustain the magic of
this exceptional area!
It is growing happy, well-grounded children.
The Call of the Wild Programme is run by the Naturelore
Institute.
Find out more at www.callofthewildcamps.co.za

IMAGES

Top Right: Call of the Wild children raising an owl box at Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary, under the
guidance of NEAG's Vice-Chair, Rob Anderson. (Photo: Ceinwen Smith)
Middle Right: Collecting rubbish at Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary.

Photos by author unless noted otherwise

About the Author
Rein Buyze completed his secondary schooling in the International
School, Eindhoven, Netherlands. After completing a BSc degree in
Physics at Strathclyde University, he then studied Steiner Waldorf
Education at the University of Plymouth, specialising in Outdoor
Education. In 2004 he moved to South Africa, where he helped
establish Steiner schools in Hermanus, McGregor and then
Stellenbosch.
Over and above his work as a teacher Rein’s commitment to social transformation in South
Africa and his deep attachment to working creatively with children has seen him combining
his talents and boundless energy, with his love of the outdoors. Rein has been leading
initiatives with children in the outdoor environment for the last 15 years.
Today Rein designs and leads extra mural activities, outdoor adventure camps for schools
and craft and bushskills programs throughout Southern Africa. His infectious love of nature
and experience in the field of education brings much joy and value to children and adults
alike.

SONG

Chapmans Peak
Nature Sanctuary, a

FOR

THE

BIRDS

By Ceinwen Smith
Photos by author unless noted otherwise

haven for birds,

Do you watch the birds in your garden? Have you ever

animals and insects

wondered where they sleep, what they eat and how far
they have travelled to get there?
Living in one of the most biodiverse
cities in the world, we are blessed
with incredibly rich natural spaces
to explore and enjoy. But do we give
much thought to the millions of
birds, animals and insects that also
call this magnificent place home?
In the heart of Noordhoek, nestled
below the towering Chapmans Peak,
lies

the

Chapmans

Peak

Nature

Sanctuary, a haven for birds, animals
and insects, yet inconspicuous to
the untrained eye.
IMAGES

Top: A Common fiscal takes flight from its perch at the Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary.
Above: Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary, a small patch of critically endangered Cape Flats Dune Strandveld and
Southern Coastal (Milkwood) Forest.

The birds adapt and respond, shifting their feeding, breeding
and social behaviour with the seasons

Over the past year I have been visiting this little
patch of wonder to watch the birds and observe the
landscape as it transforms through the changing
seasons: the vibrant flowering of spring bulbs and
busy insects; the dry heat of summer withering
leaves and scattering seeds; the cool wet winter
mornings rich with scent and soaking sandy soil. The
birds adapt and respond, shifting their feeding,
breeding and social behaviour with the seasons and
the time of day: sipping sweet nectar from the
abundance of spring flowers; feasting on summer
berries and seeds; building nests with the fluffy
down of wild rosemary seeds; perching on dry
branches to hunt the wafts of insects emerging in
the cool evening light.
We often marvel at the feats of migratory birds
travelling thousands of kilometres from Siberia to
their winter feeding grounds in Sub-Saharan Africa,
the

strength

and

endurance

of

the

wandering

albatross that spends months feeding at sea, and the
magnificent colours and elaborate courting displays
of tropical birds. But how often do we give a thought
to the role birds play in shaping and sustaining the
natural systems we rely on and the wild spaces we
explore and enjoy?
In the Fynbos Biome birds play a critical role in
pollinating and dispersing plants. The key pollinators
of fynbos are sunbirds and sugarbirds, with just five
of these species pollinating more than 350 different
plant species. Fynbos birds and plants have coevolved over millions of years, adapting to each
other to form highly specialised interdependent
relationships.
IMAGES

Top: A Karoo prinia perching on a tall shrub as it hunts for insects at the Nature Sanctuary
Middle: Dune olive trees provide both food and shelter to birds and other animals on the Nature Sanctuary.
Bottom: The locally endemic orchid, Satyrium carneum, is only found in these undisturbed coastal fynbos
patches.

An example is the delicate flowering wax
creeper, Microloma sagittatum, with its
tightly

closed

box-like

flowers

only

accessible to the sunbird’s long curved
beak. While most sunbirds are able to
access

the

nectar

in

M.

sagittatum’s

flowers, only the southern double-collared
sunbird can pollinate it (see image on
right). This is because the flower’s pollen
grains have evolved hooks that fit perfectly
to the tip of the bird’s forked tongue when
it visits the flower to sip nectar. This is just
one of thousands of intricate relationships

As

between birds and plants – many of which

encroach on natural spaces, fragmenting

we are still trying to understand or are

and transforming the natural habitat of

completely unaware of.

many wild animals, insects and birds, it is

urban

development

continues

to

vital that the remaining isolated fragments
are not only conserved and maintained but
also connected to one another via corridors.
Ecological corridors play a key role in urban
conservation, by enabling wildlife to safely
move through the urban landscape within
the natural habitat of greenbelts, riverways,
urban parks and gardens.
While

From

the

sunbird’s

perspective,

these

flowers are an important supply of high
energy food. Sunbirds cannot store their

many

animal

species

require

continuous natural corridors to migrate,
birds and insects use patches of suitable
natural

habitat

as

‘stepping

stones’

to

navigate the urban matrix. A recent paper

food as fat, and so must feed constantly to

(Mnisi et al., 2021) found that by actively

meet their energy requirements. While

planting

sunbirds are predominantly nectar feeders,

nectar-rich indigenous plants, sunbirds are

they supplement their diet with insects,

able to move across the urbanised Cape

which are particularly important in their

Flats using these gardens as ‘filling stations’

diet during the cooler months when they

and nesting sites.

‘stepping

stone

gardens’

with

breed.
IMAGES

Top Right: A southern double-collared sunbird pollinating a Microloma sagitattum as it sips nectar from the
""
flowers. (Photo: Anton Pauw)
Middle Left: A Karoo prinia catching insects at the Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary.

So next time you watch the birds in your garden,
take a moment to notice what they are doing and
how they use it as a ‘stepping-stone’ on their
journey. What plants do you have in your garden that

What plants do you have

provide food, shelter, and nesting material for birds?

in your garden that

How could you create a more inviting and abundant

provide food, shelter,

natural habitat for all wildlife?

and nesting material for
birds?

To find out more about how you can create a
beautiful sanctuary for birds, insects and other
wildlife by planting locally indigenous species, check
out the resources below.
Resources
Plant Lists & Local Garden Guides:

Locally Indigenous Nurseries:

NEAG - What to Plant

FynbosLIFE Cape Flats Nursery -

https://neag.org.za/environment/what-to-plant/

Muizenberg

Ingcungcu Sunbird Restoration - Recommended

Good Hope Nursery - Cape Point

species
https://ingcungcu.org/plant-lists/
Communitree - Species by Vegetation Type
https://communitree.in/cape-town/vegetation
FynbosLIFE - Locally Indigenous Species & Guidelines
https://www.fynboslife.com/nursery/
https://www.fynboslife.com/life-garden/
‘Fast and Easy Waterwise Gardens, Cape Town to
Mossel Bay’ by Glenn Ashton

Reference
Mnisi, Bongani E., Sjirk Geerts, Ceinwen Smith, Anton Pauw (2021), Nectar gardens on school grounds
reconnect plants, birds and people, Biological Conservation, Vol. 257. (doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2021.109087)

About the Author
Ceinwen Smith was born in Noordhoek and grew up exploring the
mountains, oceans and wetlands of this beautiful valley on horseback.
She is a freelance research consultant with an MSc in Oceanography
and currently the project manager for the Ingcungcu Sunbird
Restoration Project. Her curiosity and passion for exploring nature has
lead her to engage young minds and hearts in nature-based education
– with the aim of restoring our relationship to, and our intrinsic
interdependence of, our natural systems.
She is currently growing indigenous plants in her home nursery and reflecting on the gifts of
possibility and transformation that every day brings.

CONTRIBUTIONS

Thank you for reading, we hope you enjoyed the
content!
A big thank you to all our contributing authors for this
issue.

We welcome article contributions to our newsletter so
please get in touch.
neag.info@gmail.com
All views expressed in this newsletter are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of
NEAG.
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